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Vik Muniz (Portuguese pronunciation: [Ëˆvik muËˆnis]; born in 1961, SÃ£o Paulo, Brazil) is a Brazilian artist
and photographer. Initially a sculptor, Muniz grew interested with the photographic representations of his
work, eventually focusing completely on photography.
Vik Muniz - Wikipedia
Early life. Roberto Burle Marx was born in SÃ£o Paulo.He was the fourth son of Rebecca CecÃ-lia Burle, a
member of the traditional Pernambuco family of French ancestry, Burle Dubeux, and Wilhelm Marx, a
German Jew born in Stuttgart and raised in Trier.
Roberto Burle Marx - Wikipedia
nunca costurei nada e tenho aqui a mÃ¡quina para estrear... decididamente, a minha primeira experiÃªncia
vai ser esta... nÃ£o pode existir mais fÃ¡cil e prÃ¡tico :)
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